Step 1: Remove the front cover by unscrewing the hex head.

Note: Manufacturer/Supplier assumes no responsibility for damage done to circuit breaker or other equipment during field mounting of any accessories.

WARNING

Condition during the installation of this accessory kit, breaker must remain in the "OPEN" and "DISCHARGED".
Step 2: Carefully remove all accessories from existing accessory tray.

Step 3: Remove damaged accessory tray by unpuckling the top left screw. Then pull the accessory tray out of its slot in the front housing. The accessory tray will require a pair of pliers. Then pull the accessory tray out of its slot in the front housing. Then pull the accessory tray out of its slot in the front housing.

Step 4: Insert new tray and tabs.

Step 5: Replace accessories.

Step 6: Reinstall front cover.